
CHEMICAL SLIP
Chemical Slip is the moniker of Marcus Zschokke a classically trained
musician who resides in Perth, Western Australia. After a career change
from the hospitality industry, The Chemical Slip project was born.

Gigging house parties with his style of juicy dance-driven drum and bass
quickly ramping up to supporting slots at events and has been a
consistent presence in the drum and bass scene. He cites his passion as
being stoked by the long history and culture of D'n'B within WA and the
strong community of like-minded people coming together to escape and
not take life too seriously.

Moreover, his sets are joyous adventures in dancefloor DnB, jump up,
rollers, and euphoric sounds. Having finished his studies as in audio
engineering, Chemical Slip has also mentored new producers in the
scene by creating the Native Perth initiative. This is a program which
provides support and spotlights independent artists through live
streams and social media.

 Aside from appearing at venues in Perth like The Court and The Sewing
Room as well as local music festivals, he’s been support for Mr
Traumatik, Document One, Maduk, Tsuki and many more. In 2019
Chemical Slip also won Western Australian Wildcard category at the Your
Shot competition.

During the last two years of COVID restrictions, Chemical Slip took a step
back from DJing to focus his energy on music production honing in on
his skills and developing his distinct sound.

“My workflow when starting any idea is to build my tracks around an
emotion and layer and layer sounds to enhance the initial idea." 

Chemical Slip’s tracks radiate with personality but this also belies the
technical aspects and methodology he applies to music production.
Today with life returning to some normalcy Chemical Slip has been
working hard and is ready to release a stack of tracks in the second half
of 2022. which will later culminate into an EP. And what to expect from
the industrious producer? In his words, “Lucious drum and bass”.
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Influences
Ekko & Sidetrack, Zeds Dead,

Delta Heavy

Social Media
YouTube

Soundcloud
Spotify

Instagram
Facebook

Contact
chemicalslip@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dmGkU47ejI
https://soundcloud.com/chemicalslip
https://open.spotify.com/artist/1P30qYYTJq1RYO39ibgogS?si=9xzgh5mSSSqwrIVX67zBBQ
https://www.instagram.com/chemical_slip/
https://www.facebook.com/chemicalslip

